Understanding and learning the characteristics of network paths has been of particular interest for decades and has led to several successful applications. Such analysis becomes challenging for urban networks as their size and complexity are significantly higher compared to other networks. The stateof-the-art machine learning (ML) techniques allow us to detect hidden patterns and, thus, infer the features associated with them. However, very little is known about the impact on the performance of such predictive models by the use of different input representations. In this paper, we design and evaluate six different graph input representations (i.e., representations of the network paths), by considering the network's topological and temporal characteristics, for being used as inputs for machine learning models to learn the behavior of urban networks paths. The representations are validated and then tested with a real-world taxi journeys dataset predicting the tips using a road network of New York. Our results demonstrate that the input representations that use temporal information help the model to achieve the highest accuracy (RMSE of 1.42$).
Introduction
Numerous important problems can be studied using the conceptual and theoretical framework of network science. Several structure and topological properties of networks have been widely studied in the recent years ( [12, 14, 5, 9] ). One of the most basic concepts in network science is the definition of network path ( [3, 2] ), i.e., a sequence of edges that joins a sequence of edges. In the case of a finite path, it is possible to identify the origin and the destination of a path as the starting and ending node of the sequence. This concept is widely used to study public infrastructures and utilities, such as trajectories and traffic flows ( [20, 41] ), social networks ( [38, 24] ), ecological networks ( [8] ), just to name a few. More recently, researchers have been focusing on the problem of classifying paths ( [34, 31, 1, 18] ). For example, in the field of urban networks, classifying the paths (e.g., detecting the mean of transport) and predicting related characteristics (e.g., cost of a journey) could be useful from different prospectives. Fields of interest concern travel planning or environmental and social analysis, such as classification of urban areas, for example for understanding their wealth and wellbeing level.
In this paper, we investigate the impact of different network path representations that can be exploited as inputs to effectively train ML models. More specifically, we designed and evaluated 6 different network path representations, by considering their topological and temporal characteristics, for performing ML-based classification and regression to predict characteristics associated to the paths, i.e., the value of a linked features (e.g., travel time, cost of a ride). As a proof of concept and for evaluating the proposed approach, in this paper we compute the tip of the taxi journeys using only network related features (excluding ride related information, such as cost of the ride, number of people). In particular, we consider the problem of predicting the tip of a trip by considering a real-world case study, namely the analysis of the prediction of trips contained in the New York Taxi dataset ( [40] ). More specifically, the prediction task that we consider is the estimation of the amount of the tip of each ride by using in input only characteristics of the road network. In particular we compare two popular algorithms for this task, i.e., Random Decision Forest ( [16] ) and Deep Neural Networks ( [4, 37] ).
The key contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We propose 6 methods, suitable for large-scale urban networks, to efficiently represent large-network paths to be used as inputs for machine learning algorithms. Each method is characterized by a different level of path compression and type of feature selection (e.g., preserving time and topological features). • We demonstrate that the input representations, used as input to train Random Decision Forests and Deep Neural Networks, are effective in classifying paths according to some shared properties (e.g., paths with similar cost or tip value). We evaluate the effectiveness of these representations by considering a real-world taxi trip data set.
Our results show that the ML model's performance exploiting different input representations vary according to the characteristics of the paths, such as the part of the network (i.e., neighborhoods) they cross or the importance of the origin and destination points (e.g., a node close to an airport is generally more important). For example, when the path characteristic we want to predict is simple (e.g., the distance of two points in a path), even a basic representation (e.g., a list of nodes) performs well. On the other hand, in more complex scenarios, considering the specific information about origin and destination nodes and the network topology (e.g., neighbor nodes) is fundamental to achieve high prediction accuracy. Moreover, the results of the experiments with the New York Taxi dataset demonstrate that the value of tips could be predicted with high accuracy (RMSE 1.42$). We also observe that, for this analysis, the input representations that exploit the network topology are more effective compared to the representations that use the temporal information.
2 Designing Graph Input Representations
Representation of a Path
In this section we discuss the design of the path representations I (i.e., journeys in the city, public transport lines, traffic flows) that, associated to a variable y (e.g., price, time), can be used for training ML models. The ML models can then be used to predict the output variable y of new paths.
All the proposed input designs rely on a basic representation of the nodes' position: the node vectors. A node vector in a network of N nodes is defined as an ordered list of size N , where each position in the vector corresponds to a specific node in the graph. To represent a path in a node vector, we set elements of this vector corresponding to nodes in the path as 1 (i.e., activated nodes), the rest of the vector elements are set as 0 (i.e., not activated nodes). Consequently, for any input representation of a network path, a node vector will have at least two nodes set to 1 (i.e., origin and destination nodes in the case of a path of length 2). In urban networks, paths can represent journeys in the city, public transport lines, traffic flows and so on.
The simplest representation of a network path is with only one node vector containing all the nodes of the path. Overall, we focus on designing graph input representations that are capable of compressing the size of paths while preserving the temporal, geographic and semantics information. In order to further reduce the dimensionality of the input we design representations that take into consideration only the most informative parts of a path (e.g., in paths where origin and destination points are semantically relevant places, the rest of the path may be discarded without information loss) and the topology of the network.
As shown in Figure 1 , different representations can compress the paths in different ways, preserving different types of relevant information. For example, the origin and destination representation uses only origin and destination points, highlighting possible relationships between the paths and the semantics of the places; the static path representation compresses all the information in a single vector, but it does not contain any other specific information; the temporal sub-paths representation divides the static path in an ordered sequence of sub-paths; the three-steps path representation is focused on the semantic of the places and on the temporal sequence of the nodes; the k-neighbors representations (1-neighbor and 2-neighbors in Figure 1 ) consider mainly the geographic information, extending the representation to the surrounding area of the origin and destination of the paths. Finally, the three-steps k-neighbors representation merges the three-steps path and the k-neighbors representations.
To improve the information available, combination of those representations are also analyzed in the following sections.
Static Path Representation
In the static path representation, the path representation consists of a single node vector in which each element corresponds to a node in the network. The element is set to 1 if the node belongs to the path, 0 otherwise ( Figure 1 (c) ). More formally, given a graph G = [V, E] with V as:
and a path P of length T (i.e., a sequence of T vertices) defined as:
then, the resulting representation is the node vector I static , which is defined as:
where:
For example, given a network G with 5 nodes and a path P = [v 2 , v 3 , v 5 ] composed of 3 nodes, the static path representation is:
Temporal Sub-paths Representation
Temporality, the order of the nodes in the paths, is often an important path feature. In predictive tasks where this is important, we propose this technique to include temporality. The temporal sub-paths representation embeds the temporal information of network paths by dividing each path into temporally ordered sub-paths. A sub-path is a subsequence of the original path, created by splitting it in ordered sub-sequences (i.e., the first i nodes in the path are assigned to the first sub-path, the second i nodes to the second one and so on). Since a sub-path contains a subsequence of the original path, using the same logic of the static path representation, we convert each sub-path in a node vector by setting to 1 only the path nodes that belong to that sub-path. The final result is a list of node vectors, each one representing a part of the original path.
The lower is the number of nodes in each sub-path, the higher is the number of sub-paths required to represent a full path and thus the accuracy of the temporal information: in the extreme case of sub-paths with one element, all the temporal information is preserved. However, the higher is the number of sub-paths and the bigger is the size of the representation, consequentially increasing the training cost of the ML models (in terms of computational resources and time).
More formally, given a path P (see Eq. 2), this input representation is the concatenation of S sub-paths (p s ), where s ∈ [0, . . . , S − 1] and a sub-path p s is an ordered sub-sequence of the original path P containing N S nodes. More specifically, a sub-path is defined as:
N S is the number of path nodes in each sub-path.
Finally, each sub-path (p s ) is converted to a node vector (I s ) as:
It is worth noting that if N S is not a divisor of T , the last sub-path would not contain exactly N S nodes, instead it would comprise of the remainder ones (i.e., T %N S nodes).
Since one of our aims is to limit the size of the input, we set a limit on the maximum number of sub-paths. For simplicity, if a path exceeds the maximum number of sub-paths, the central ones are removed. The ratio behind this choice is that we hypothesize that the parts of the journeys with less information are the ones in the center, as opposed to the origin and destination parts that contain more semantic and geographic information.
Moreover, as also discussed earlier, we assume that the origin and destination nodes may be more relevant than other nodes, and, therefore, indicating them might be helpful for the network. For this reason the first and last node vectors in the final input representation contains origin and destination nodes respectively, and then followed by all the other node vectors in temporal order.
The resulting input representation is the following:
S is the maximum number of sub-paths.
This input representation has always be of size S * N (i.e., the number of sub-paths multiplied with the total element in a node vector). Therefore, if a shorter path can only be grouped into less sub-paths than S, all the following node vectors are all set to 0. On the other hand, if a path has more sub-paths the central ones are removed as we need to preserve the information about origin and destination.
For example, given a network G with 5 nodes and a path P = [v 2 , v 3 , v 5 ] composed of 3 nodes, the temporal sub-path representation with S = 3 and N S = 1 is:
.
Origin and Destination Representation
This input representation is a variant of the static path representation used when the full path is not available (e.g., enter and exit points of passengers in the underground network) and the shortest path (or any other technique to reconstruct the path) does not accurately reflect the condition of the actual path.
This representation is composed of two node vectors, one for the origin and one for the destination node of a network path ( Figure -1 (g) ). Compared to the temporal sub-paths representation, this representation has a significantly smaller size (it is always 2 * N , one node vector for the origin and one node vector for the destination) and it can thus be used to represent in a compact manner also those paths whose origin and destination points are considerably more important than the others (semantic information). Given a path P (see Eq. 2), the resulting input representation is:
I start is the node vector that includes only the node v 0 (all nodes set to 0 except the origin node, set to 1).
I end is the node vector that includes only the node v T −1 (all nodes set to 0 except the destination node, set to 1).
For example, given a network G with 5 nodes and a path P = [v 2 , v 3 , v 5 ] composed of 3 nodes, the origin and destination representation is:
I end = [0, 0, 0, 0, 1].
I OD = I start I end = [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1].
Three-Steps Path Representation
This technique is an extension of the origin and destination representation that, like that one, discriminates origin and destination of the journeys (temporal information) but, in addition, it includes the full path sequence of nodes ( Figure  -1 (b) ). It is generally less accurate than the temporal sub-paths representation, but it has a significantly smaller size and it is thus suitable for huge networks (big cities or big areas).
This representation is the concatenation of the origin and destination representation and the non-temporal representation. The resulting representation has size 3 * N and it is defined as follow:
In the first node vector there is only the origin node set to 1 while in the second node vector only the destination node set to 1. Finally, in the third node vector, all the elements of the path are set to 1.
For example, given a network G with 5 nodes and a path P = [v 2 , v 3 , v 5 ] composed of 3 nodes, the three-steps path representation is:
I 3steps = I OD I static = [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1].
K-Neighbors Representation
For some classification and regression problems it is important to exploit the network topology and to consider areas of the network instead of single nodes (e.g., in a road network, two points on the same road are generally more similar than two points at different boundaries of the city, even if their structural properties are similar). The k-Neighbors representation is an enriched version of the origin and destination representation, with focus on the neighborhood of the the origin and destination (geographic information) ( Figure 1 -(d) and (f)): given a node vector with one node activated (hereafter called 'base' node), the k-neighbors nodes of this base node are also activated (set to 1) in the same vector. The k-neighbors nodes of a node are its neighbors (nodes linked to it) until grade k. For example, with k = 1 only the nodes directly connected to the 'base' node are included, with k = 2 also the neighbors of the neighbors of the base node are taken into account, and so on. As one of the goals of this work is to handle large urban networks and the geographic information is related to the semantic information, in this input representation the only 'base' nodes selected are the origin and destination nodes (the final representation has size 2 * N ).
Formally, given a path P (see Eq. 2), the k-neighbors representation is:
I k−start is the node vector that includes v 0 and its k-neighbors.
I k−end is the node vector that includes v T −1 and its k-neighbors. 
Three-Steps K-Neighbors Representation
Like the three-steps path representation, this representation is a combination of the k-neighbors representation and the non-temporal representation. The aim of this representation is to consider the topology of the network (using k-neighbor), the temporal information (discriminating origin and destination) and the full path, without a significant memory consumption (the input representation has size 3 * N ). The resulting representation is:
In this representation the first node vector indicates the origin node and its k-neighbors by setting them to 1. While the second node vector indicates the destination node and its k-neighbors by setting them to 1. Finally, the third node vector indicates all the nodes of the path by setting them to 1. 
Evaluation Setup
In this section we discuss our approach to evaluate the proposed input representations. We start with discussing the dataset used, then the construction of prediction models and, finally, we introduce the baselines and metrics for quantifying the performance of prediction models.
NYC Taxi Dataset
People use taxis to travel from one part of a city to another. Along with the bill there is a tip offered to the drivers that reflects the willingness of users to pay some extra money for their trips. Although the tip depend on several factors, we hypothesize that the network topology is key factor for determining it. Therefore, we use a dataset of taxi trips for constructing a model that can predict the tip for each trip. The key motivation for using this dataset as a case study is that it can be used to improve the pricing policy of the private companies, i.e. by detecting the areas of the city with the highest willingness to pay at different times, setting the right fares or moving the cars in more profitable areas.
We use the yellow and green taxi trip dataset ( [40] ) containing the information about 1 million taxi trips during a period of 12 months. The trip information included in the dataset is as follows: VendorID, pick-up date and time, drop-off date and time, passenger count, trip distance, pick-up longitude, pick-up latitude, RatecodeID, store and fwd flag, drop-off longitude, drop-off latitude, payment type, fare amount, extra, mta tax, tip amount, tolls amount, improvement surcharge, total amount. However, we consider only the pick-up and drop-off locations of trips to model our problem. In this work we used the dataset of the first 6 months of 2016, using 1 million of rides in the area of Manhattan and Brooklyn. We selected these two areas in order to have a variety of business and residential areas, shopping and touristic areas as well as an airport. The journeys used for training and validating the models are filtered so as to obtain datasets with a uniform distribution of the tips. This assure that the models are general and able to predict all possible tip values, avoiding overfitting around the most common tip values.
In this work the urban network is built using the New York City road data provided by OpenStreetMap (OSM) ( [30] ), that is composed of 20,990 nodes. In order to create a network path for each trip, the pick-up and drop-off locations of that trip are associated to the closest node in the road network and the route of the trip is then estimated by computing the shortest path with the Dijkstra's algorithm ( [10, 26] ).
Constructing Predictive Models
We construct models for predicting tips with each input representation by using two machine learning algorithms: (i) Random Decision Forest ( [16] ) and (ii) Deep Neural Network ( [4, 37] ). The rationale behind using these two algorithms is to test the proposed input representations with machine learning algorithms with different learning techniques and peculiarities. We fine tune both models by optimizing their hyper-parameters as discussed below.
Tuning the Random Decision Forest Algorithm
We tune the Random Decision Forest algorithm by optimizing the following three hyper-parameters: (i) number of trees, (ii) max depth of the trees, and (iii) minimum number of samples required to split an internal node or to be a leaf node. This is performed through a standard tuning function of the Scikit-learn Python library ( [32] ).
Tuning the Deep Neural Network Algorithm
In order to tune the deep neural network models there are two key hyper-parameters to be optimized: (i) the number of hidden layers, and (ii) the number of nodes in the hidden layers. However, the process of finding the optimal values for these parameters is an intricate task, consequently, we optimized the value by exploring the number of hidden layers between 1 and 5. Moreover, the number of nodes are set as follows:
Here, n i indicates the number of nodes in i th layer, IL size refers to the size of input layer, and N DR refers to node division ratio, which is optimized ∈ [4, 8, 16, 32, 64] .
Another parameter we consider for optimization is the dropout ratio ( [39] ), which is used to prevent overfitting the models. During training, random nodes are dropped, along with their connections, from the neural network generating different thinned networks. During test phase, an unthinned neural network (without dropout) is used. We performed the evaluation by using values of dropout ratio between 0% to 50% with a step of 10%.
Evaluation Criteria
In order to quantify the performance of models, we compute the root mean-squared error (RMSE) for the test predictions. Moreover, we use the k-fold cross validation technique for validating the models because it significantly reduces bias as most of the data is used for fitting, and also significantly reduces variance as most of the data is also being used in validation set. The folds are constructed by dividing the dataset in k folds, using k − 1 folds to train the models and the remaining one for validation. The experiments are repeated k times, in order to use each possible combination of training and validation folds, and the average of the outcomes is used as final result.
In order to examine a model's performance we compare it with two baselines: overall average tip and area average tip. The overall average tip baseline is the simplest case in which the average of the overall tips in the dataset is used as a prediction output. The area average tip baseline takes the average of tips for all rides with similar departure and destination areas and uses it as prediction output. Here, an area is defined as a circle with radius r and center in the origin or destination of the considered ride. For the taxi dataset we selected the optimal radius r by testing different values from 0.1 km to 5 km (optimal r is 1 km).
A Case Study: Predicting the Tip for Taxi Rides
In this section we present the results for the tip predicting task for given taxi trips, using the NY Taxi Journeys dataset 1 .
In a taxi ride, the quantity of tip left depends on several factors, the main ones are the travel time and distance. In this case study we argue that there are other latent factors that influence the amount of tips. In order to investigate this, we try to predict the tips left in New York City (Manhattan and Brooklyn) using exclusively the urban network graph and representing the journey path (from the origin to the destination) through the input representations defined above. We did not include the geographic distance of a journey (i.e., the sum of the length of the edges between all traversed nodes) because this would bias the results by possibly training models that compute the total length of a path to predict the tip, which is already known to be a factor that determines it. The objective is to extract information without calculating any secondary metrics calculated from the graph (e.g., distance between origin and destination). We use this approach to design general and scalable models. As a result, the input representations can be adopted in a wide range of applications where graph learning is required.
We examine the effectiveness of these input representations for training two types of ML algorithms: Random Forest and Deep Neural Network. We chose these two algorithms because they are among the most widely used for this kind of regression problems. Moreover their comparison represents an interesting case of study: both models tend to be very powerful -yet surprisingly uncorrelated. As such, analyzing the two approaches proves the general effectiveness of the proposed input representations. Finally, both algorithms are used to construct models by using each input representation as the input, which enables us to compare the effectiveness of individual representations for enabling a model to predicting the tip for journeys. Moreover, it is worth noting that we fine-tuned models for both ML algorithms by using the grid search approach. Furthermore, we use the k-fold cross validation approach (with k = 20) to statistically validate of our results.
In Figure 2 we compare the performance of models trained using the different input representations with both Random Forest and Deep Neural Network. We use the overall average tip (RMSE 2.54$) and area average tip (RMSE 2.21$) as baselines for prediction performance. The results demonstrate that the full path itself (i.e., non-temporal representation) achieves RMSE 1.55$. However, adding temporality to the input representation (i.e., using (i) the temporal sub-paths representation and (ii) the 3-steps representation) the performance of models do not improve (i.e., RMSE of 1.61$ and 1.52$ respectively). This could be due to the fact that people going from place A to place B leave a similar tip as people going from place B to place A.
On the other hand, when we use only origin and destination nodes of a path (i.e., origin and destination representation) the trained models do not perform better than the baselines (RMSE 2.10$). This depicts that this representation does not contain enough information for effectively learning the path behavior of huge graphs. However, we observe that by considering the network topology along with origin and destination nodes (i.e., using the k-neighbours representation) the performance of models can be improved compared to using only information about the origin and destination nodes. More specifically, our models using the k-neighbours representation with k as 10 and 15 achieve the RMSE of 1.66$ and 1.57$ respectively, which is comparable to the performance of models using the non-temporal representation. Overall, we observe that the best performance (RMSE 1.42$) is achieved by using 3-steps k-neighbor representation (i.e., when we concatenate the k-neighbor representation and the non-temporal representation) for constructing the models.
For completeness, we compared our results also with models that use the distance feature, a parameter already known to be correlated to the value of a tip: these models reach an accuracy comparable to the models trained using our best input representation (RMSE approximately equal to 1.51$). It is worth noting that the main difference is that our approach is not based on engineered features. It is worth noting that the observations regarding the performance of the input representations could be specific to this prediction task. We believe that all proposed input representations should be examined in other types of prediction tasks to validate their performance for those cases. In fact, depending on the task, the relevant information could be different and thus also the best input representation. For example, predicting the fare of trips might require more temporal information, while detecting areas where people go during leisure time might require topological information.
The impact of the DNN hyper-parameters configuration is discussed in Appendix 1 (see Supplementary Material).
Trip Fare Prediction
Tip prediction has been chosen as the main case study because this is a complex task that depends on many factors and it represents an exemplar application for the proposed input representations. As a comparison, in this section we discuss the input representations performance with another regression task. Using the same path representations, we trained different ML models to predict trip fares using only the road network and the trip paths. This task is usually accomplished using approaches computationally less expensive, as trip fares are mainly a combination of distance and time. However, we performed this analysis to prove that our approach is general and that it can be applied to different types of regression tasks, with the advantage that it can also be used for in-depth graph-based socio-economic analysis of cities.
Our results show that, similarly to the main case study, Neural Networks and Random Forests models have similar performance. As expected, the length of the path influences the final cost of a journey and representations that include the full path perform better that the baselines (overall average cost RMSE 74$, area average cost RMSE 63$): static path, temporal sub-paths and three-steps representations obtain RMSE values between 40$ and 50$. The models trained with k-neighbors representations (RMSE around 20$), surprisingly, obtain a significant improvement compared to the full path ones. These results suggest that k-neighbors representations, having the ability to detect specific areas, identify specific places (e.g., places that can be reached only using toll roads, like airports). The best results, as in the main case study, are obtained using the models trained with three-steps k-neighbors representations (RMSE 18.5$). A summary of the results is shown in Figure 3 .
Performance Analysis
In this section we compare the performance of the different path representations in terms of time required to train a single model and memory used. We are interested in the most computationally-expensive model, i.e., Deep Neural Networks. The graph is composed of 20,990 nodes and the models are trained on a machine with the following setup: Ubuntu 16.04, Intel Xeon CPU E5-2690 v3 2.60GHz, 56GB RAM, GPU Tesla K80 24 GB GDDR5. Our analysis ( 
Related Work
In this section we review the related work in two key areas, namely the studies about design of ML techniques based on graph inputs and some examples of ML approaches already used in urban network analysis.
Graph Input Representations
Several graph embedding algorithms have been proposed in the past to generate vector representations for prediction tasks ( [6, 7, 33, 15] ). Ideally, adequate embeddings should not suffer a loss of information compared to the original graph. One of the most commonly used techniques is to obtain the decomposition of a network through clustering algorithms. For instance, one-vs-rest logistic regression( [7] ) (i.e, training N different classifiers, each one designed for recognizing only a specific class) was used in relevant works such as DeepWalk ( [33] ) and Node2Vec ( [15] ). DeepWalk ( [33] ) uses local information obtained from truncated random walks to learn latent representations by treating walks as the equivalent of sentences. In Node2Vec [15] continuous feature representations are learnt for nodes in networks to map them to a low-dimensional space preserving nodes neighborhoods.
Graphs inputs in neural networks have been studied by [13] and by [36] as a form of recurrent neural networks. The authors use repeated application of contraction maps as propagation functions until node representations reach a stable fixed point.
A propagation rule that uses convolution-like operations on graphs and methods for graph-level classification has been proposed by [11] , which requires to learn node degree-specific weight matrices which does not scale to large graphs with wide node degree distributions. This limitation has been overcome by [22] , they propose a model that uses a single weight matrix per layer and deals with varying node degrees through an appropriate normalization of the adjacency matrix. In contrast to these studies that focus on identifying general network features, in this study we focus on network paths by designing input representations that enable ML algorithms to classify them or predict values that are associated to them (i.e., cost, time).
Machine Learning and Urban Networks
Previous works in the area of urban network networks are focused on spatio-temporal modeling ( [43, 42] ): [43] proposed a deep learning framework for traffic prediction, integrating graph convolution and gated temporal convolution through convolutional blocks. Their framework captures comprehensive spatio-temporal correlations through modeling multi-scale traffic networks. [42] designed a generic DNN framework, used for traffic analysis and forecasting, with focus on data that is sparse in both space and time. They proposed a feed forward multilayer perceptron with each node and each edge associated with LSTM cascades instead of weights and activation functions. The estimation of fares is indeed of great interest for efficient trip planning [29] . The problem of taxi fare prediction using Deep Learning approaches is studied in [35] . Compared to this body of work, our focus is on the representation of the paths for training a wide range of ML models, instead of on the design of s specific framework. Moreover, we compress the information before the training of the models. This allows researchers to deal with larger networks that could not otherwise analyzed.
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed six novel path input representations of urban network paths that can be used as inputs of ML algorithms for classification and regression problems. Since urban networks are usually very large in size, we designed input representations that could compress the size of the paths while aiming at preserving as much information as possible.
We examined the effectiveness of the designed input representations considering a real world case-study. More specifically, we used these representations as inputs for random decision forest and deep neural network models to predict tips for taxi journeys in New York City using a publicly available dataset as groundtruth. Our results demonstrated that the best performance (i.e., RMSE of 1.42$) are obtained exploiting the full path enriched with the origin and destination points of the trips and their neighborhoods (3-steps k-neighbors representation). Our analysis also shows that the proposed input representations are effective for classifying urban networks paths. We observe that the 3-steps k-neighbors is the best representation for predicting tips of taxi rides. However, we are also aware that, depending on the path characteristics and the size of the network, the best representations for other prediction tasks may be different.
Finally, is worth noting that the innovation of this work is not only in the application itself, but it is mainly methodological. The proposed input representations can be applied not only to urban networks, but to a variety of regression and classification problems based on paths in large-scale networks.
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